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DAlTON, Ohio, April 15, 1969 --- In January of this year the University ot
])qton was awarded a National Science Foundation grant to support six students under
the toundation's Undergraduate Research Participation Program. The program provides
tor a stipend of $120 each while participating in individual research problems over
a period of twelve weeks during the coming summer. The purpose ot the program is
" •• • •to provide increased opportunities for the scholarly development of outstanding
undergraduates with a view toward raising the individual competence of those students
who will pursue careers in science. II
The students winning these awards, along with the tentative research problems
they_will be pursuing under designated taculty advisors, are given below.
David A. Gecks, S.M. J ot the Mechanical Engineering Department w111 be attempting
to verify experimentally the chemical-to-mechanical energy conversion in muscle as
predicted by irreversible thermodynamics theory. The study w111 be under the guidance
of Dr. Walter Bornhorst ot the M.E. Department and the Research Institute.
Miss Deborah Ann Lange will investigate the ionic interactions of polyphosphates
and cations in both water and salt solutions. The st~ w1ll be accomplished under
Dr. Bernard Katchman of th~4Che~ttry Department and is expected to shed some light
on the interactions ot ATP ,Mg , and muscle fiber.
Charles L. Roberts, III, of the Geology Department wUl accompa~ his faculty
advisor, Mrs. Kathryn H. Gray, to the Boston area where they will continue previous
research by Mrs. Gray in the determination of the stratigraphy ot the marshes of
Plymouth-Duxbury Bay. After the soU samples are acquired, Mr. Roberts will return
to un for their analysis and classification.
Mrs. Ruth A. Wachob, Nicholas H. Neumann, and Michael G. Robinson will all be
engaged in the general area of muscle physiology under Dr. P. K. Bajpai of the Biology
Department. Mrs. Wachob is a biology major at Cornell University and applied for an
NSF award to help fulfill her stUdent practice requirements for graduation. She will
st~ the energy conversion process in heart muscle using Sonnenblick's techniques to
~ertorm critical experiments suggested by the irreversible thermodynamic theory; Mr •
. .-. leumann will attempt to evaluate the constants appearing in Hill t S force-velocity
relation tor striated muscle; and Mr. Robinson will work with smooth muscle doing
SaDe preliminary work aimed toward developing a method for parametrica.l.ly characterizing
the observed wave motion in animal oviducts. This later work will be attempted by
mathematically analyzing on a computer the peristaltic waves observed.
The University is very pleased to be able to offer these students this opportunity
with the cooperation of the National Science Foundation. As an indication ot their
collective competence, five of the six students have grade point averages of 3.3 or
higher, and three are potential honors graduates with averages of 3.63, 3.11, and 3.85.
(Prepared by Research Institute, UniverSity of Dayton)
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